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Purpose: Atypical duration of speech segments can signal a speech disorder. In this study, we examined variation in vowel duration in African American English (AAE) relative to White American English (WAE) speakers living in the same dialect region in the South to characterize the nature of systematic variation between the 2 groups. The goal was to establish whether segmental durations in minority populations differ from the well-established patterns in mainstream populations.

Method: Participants were 32 AAE and 32 WAE speakers differing in age who, in their childhood, attended either segregated (older speakers) or integrated (younger speakers) public schools. Speech materials consisted of 14 vowels produced in hVd-frame.

Results: AAE vowels were significantly longer than WAE vowels. Vowel duration did not differ as a function of age. The temporal tense–lax contrast was minimized for AAE relative to WAE. Vowels produced by females were significantly longer than vowels produced by males for both AAE and WAE.

Conclusions: African American speakers should be expected to produce longer vowels relative to White speakers in a common geographic area. These longer durations are not deviant but represent a typical feature of AAE. This finding has clinical importance in guiding assessments of speech disorders in AAE speakers.

In speech-language pathology work, speech services typically begin with an initial screening for communication disorders, which also include articulation and fluency. An important aspect of speech production is articulatory timing, which reflects how fast (or how slow) an individual child or adult produces speech segments and how fluently these segmental patterns are combined to form larger units, such as syllables, words, or phrases. Atypical deviations from the expected timing patterns also pertain to the duration of individual vowels and consonants, and knowledge of the typical segmental durations guides a speech-language pathologist in assessment and diagnosis of speech disorders.

Speech patterns of typically developing and healthy individuals usually serve as a comparative basis for a proper assessment of a disorder. For example, longer vowel durations relative to healthy control participants were reported for individuals with Down and Williams syndromes (Bunton & Leddy, 2011; Setter, Stojanovik, van Ewijk, & Moreland, 2007), and significant deviations from the typical durations were found in individuals with dysarthria (Liss et al., 2009). Vowel durations for adults with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and spastic dysarthria were again significantly longer than control participants (Caruso & Burton, 1987; Turner, Tjaden, & Weismer, 1995). Furthermore, relative to control participants, longer vowels were found in the productions of speakers with ataxic dysarthria (Kent, Netsell, & Abbs, 1979), apraxia of speech (Collins, Rosenbek, & Wertz, 1983; Ziegler, Hartmann, & Hoole, 1993), and aphasia due to anterior lesion (Baum, Blumstein, Naeser, & Palumbo, 1990). As a metric, vowel duration is helpful in assessing childhood apraxia of speech, which—among other aspects of the disorder—is manifested in children’s reduced ability to contrastively produce tense and lax vowels (Peter & Stoel-Gammon, 2005).

In this article, we address the issue of what constitutes a proper benchmark for vowel duration of speakers whose normative values may be different from those in mainstream populations. On the basis of vowel production in African American English (AAE) speakers, we aim to increase the awareness of speech-language pathologists with regard to permitted variability in segmental durations in healthy individuals.
minority populations. Below, we first consider the sources of typical variation in vowel duration and then summarize findings for AAE.

**Linguistic and Sociointindexical Sources of Variation in Vowel Duration**

Vowels in American English differ in their durations. These differences are systematic and come from several sources, which can be broadly classified as linguistic (related to articulation, prosody, and phonology of English) and sociointindexical (reflecting the characteristics of individual speakers in given social contexts). The linguistic sources of vowel duration have been well explored over several decades of research. For example, vowels have intrinsic duration variation as a function of their place of articulation: Vowels produced with an open jaw position (e.g., /a/) are longer than those produced with a close jaw position (e.g., /i/; Lehiste & Peterson, 1961). Duration is also a reliable cue in signaling prosodic prominence and maintaining phonological distinctions: Stressed vowels are longer than unstressed vowels, and tense vowels have greater durations than lax vowels. Furthermore, vowel duration is influenced by consonantal context, particularly by the voicing status of the consonant that follows the vowel (e.g., Peterson & Lehiste, 1960). Given that vowels preceding voiced consonants are longer than those preceding voiceless consonants, vowel duration also functions as a reliable cue to the voicing distinction in postvocalic consonants (e.g., Raphael, 1972; Raphael, Dorman, Freeman, & Tobin, 1975).

The sociointindexical sources of variation in vowel duration reflect habitual speech timing patterns of individual talkers related to their age, gender, or health status. In particular, speech tempo in older adults is significantly slower than in young adults (Jacewicz, Fox, & Wei, 2010), and this difference may also be reflected in their vowel durations. Developmentally, the lengthened vowels of young children become progressively shorter and more adultlike with age (e.g., Jacewicz, Fox, & Salmons, 2011; Lee, Potamianos, & Narayanan, 1999). Vowels produced by women are typically longer than those produced by men (Hillenbrand, Getty, Clark, & Wheeler, 1995; Jacewicz, Fox, & Salmons, 2007).

Indexical variation in the durations of vowels in healthy individuals is additionally influenced by the social context of their speech environment, such as regional origin, socioeconomic status, or social group membership. Recent work in sociophonetics revealed that regional dialect is an important source of systematic variation in vowel duration. For example, Clopper, Pisoni, and de Jong (2005) found the vowels of Southern speakers to be longer than those of speakers from New England, the Mid-Atlantic, and the West. Jacewicz et al. (2007) also found the vowels of Southern speakers to be longer than those of Midland (central Ohio) and Inland North (southeastern Wisconsin) speakers.

Thus far, the effects of social context on the variation in vowel duration in American English have not been widely studied with minority populations. It is the case that, overwhelmingly, the participants of the above studies represented majority speakers, who are predominantly White. To date, it is largely unknown whether segmental durations and timing patterns in minority populations differ systematically from the timing patterns in majority speakers of American English. Addressing this gap, in the current study we explored vowel duration in AAE—a variety of English that contains both social and regional elements. Given the general paucity of research on temporal patterns in AAE, it is unknown whether the nature of variation in vowel duration in AAE speakers as a function of both linguistic and indexical sources corresponds to that found in majority speakers.

**Vowel Duration in AAE**

Previous research on sound patterns of AAE has been focused primarily on characterizing AAE phonology by means of descriptive analysis and has concentrated on consonantal features rather than on vowels (e.g., Bailey & Thomas, 1998; Rickford, 1998; Wolfram & Schilling-Estes, 2006). Instrumental studies of vowel production are relatively rare, although over the past 10 years, more acoustic studies have appeared (e.g., Durian, Dodsworth, & Schumacher, 2010; Kohn & Farrington, 2013; Purnell, 2009; Thomas, 2007). However, these studies have primarily examined spectral characteristics (e.g., formants and formant change), and scant attention has been paid to prosodic elements and timing. To our knowledge, only two unpublished instrumental studies have analyzed vowel production in AAE, which also included an examination of vowel duration (Adams, 2009; Deser, 1990). However, these studies were relatively limited in scope, as they examined only a small number of AAE speakers and selected subsets of vowels—Deser (1990) studied six AAE families (18 speakers), and Adams (2009) studied only four AAE speakers.

The social context in Deser’s (1990) study was a result of the Great Migration in the early and mid-20th century, in which African Americans moved from the rural South in the United States to large metropolitan areas of the North, such as Detroit and Chicago. In particular, in 1910, almost 90% of all African Americans lived in the South, and by 1970, almost half of them lived in urban areas in the North. Deser studied the effects of parental speech input on dialect acquisition of AAE children born in Detroit whose parents were either born in Detroit themselves or were born in the South and migrated to Detroit. The study found that vowels produced by Southern family groups were longer than vowels of Detroit families, although these regional differences were considerably reduced or eliminated in the youngest children. Another finding was that, in contrast to Hillenbrand et al. (1995) and Jacewicz et al. (2007), the mean vowel duration for the male speakers was greater than that for the female speakers. Together, these findings point to a complex interaction of children’s age, family background, and peer influence on vowel duration in the six families studied.

In the other study, Adams (2009) analyzed vowel duration in young AAE adults relative to White American
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The participants of this study were divided into segre- gation and integration groups on the basis of their age/ grade in 1972. The segregation group included older partici- pants who, in 1972, happened to be in the seventh grade or higher and attended an integrated public school for fewer than 5 years. These participants were between 50 and 73 years of age at the time of recording and represented the last generation of Southern speakers that attended racially segregated public schools. These participants had no de- fined sustained interaction with members of the other ethnic group during their formative educational years. The inte- gration group included younger participants who, beginning in 1972, attended an integrated school for 6 or more years. These Black children attended public school with White children for 6.5 hr per day for 180 days per year (this is equivalent to the length of the school day and school year). They also had the opportunity to be members of integrated sports teams, and they participated in integrated civic and community activities during the year. These participants were between 18 and 49 years of age at the time of record- ing and represented the first generation of Southern students learning in an integrated school setting. The data for this study were collected between 2006 and 2009.

We predicted the following patterns of variation in vowel duration. We expected greater differences between the AAE and WAE speakers in the segregation group than in the integration group. This is because the segregated speakers interacted almost exclusively with members of their own speech community (either AAE or WAE) during their formative years from birth through approximately 15 years of age (until 1972). It is well established that AAE speech differs systematically from WAE in terms of syntax, lexicon, and morphology, as well as phonology (Green, 2002), which may also include timing patterns and vowel duration. We further expected smaller differences between the speakers in the integration group. As shown in a study by Bountress (1983), we might expect selected dialectal characteristics of AAE to be reduced in an integrated edu- cational setting (where there is greater linguistic diversity) compared with a segregated setting. Consequently, we ex- pected no significant differences between the vowel dura- tions in AAE and WAE speakers in that group.

Although we situated the study in the sociohistorical context of racial separation on the basis of the participants’ age, we examined the systematic variation in vowel duration as a function of linguistic (intrinsic duration and the tense–lax dichotomy) and indexical (speaker gender) sources. We expected the pattern of vowel intrinsic duration differences to be generally maintained within each speaker group. As shown elsewhere, patterns of duration differences across in- dividual vowel categories are similar despite differences in absolute vowel duration across studies (Black, 1949; Crystal & House, 1988; Hillenbrand, Clark, & Houde, 1995; van Santen, 1992). In the current study, we examined the dura- tion difference between the high vowel /i/ and the low vowel /a/ because the intrinsic durations of these two vowels have been linked to physiological constraints on vowel articulation. As argued by Lindblom (1967), it takes more effort to
open the jaw for a low vowel than for a high vowel, and the degree of jaw opening has been viewed as a relatively good predictor of the associated variation in vowel duration (Lehiste & Peterson, 1961). Consequently, if the duration difference between /l/ and /a/ has a physiological basis, we would not expect it to be influenced by social variables, such as ethnicity and gender. However, the manifestation of the tense–lax distinction may be more variable, and differences between the groups were expected in light of the literature. Finally, on the basis of the majority of previous findings, vowels produced by female speakers were predicted to be longer than those produced by male speakers, although deviations from this pattern are also possible, as shown by Deser (1990) and Adams (2009).

Method

Speakers

Sixty-four men (n = 32) and women (n = 32) between 18 and 73 years of age participated in the study. All participants were speakers of the local Southern dialect of AAE or WAE, as verified by the first author in a brief initial conversation, and were lifelong or near-lifelong residents of the dialect region. The study was conducted in Statesville, a small town in western North Carolina. On the basis of The Atlas of North American English (Labov, Ash, & Boberg, 2006), this speech community is adjacent to the Inland South dialect region and within the broad South dialect region. Participants self-reported ethnicity, which was also verified by the first author. All participants were recruited via flyers and personal contacts, and they were paid a nominal participation fee to compensate for their time and effort. All aspects of this research were approved by The Ohio State University Institutional Review Board.

The segregation group consisted of 32 older speakers who were between 50 and 73 years of age at the time of recording (M = 61.9, SD = 7.9). The integration group consisted of 32 corresponding younger speakers between 18 and 48 years of age (M = 33.3, SD = 8.3). Both groups consisted of eight AAE men, eight AAE women, eight WAE men, and eight WAE women.

Speech Materials

For this study, the speech material was composed of individual words containing the 14 American English vowels: heed, hid, hayed, head, had, hod, hoed, hood, heard, hide, hoyed, and hoved (i, i, e, e, æ, a, u, o, o, o, ɔ, ɔ₁, a₁, a₁). Each word was read three times for a total of 42 words per speaker, and a total of 2,688 vowel tokens were recorded and analyzed. Although individual words produced in isolation may not afford enough speech material to assess timing patterns reflecting habitual speech tempo of an individual speaker, they do provide basic information about intrinsic temporal characteristics of that speaker’s vowels, including indexical features. For example, using the same set of isolated /hVd/-words, Jacewicz et al. (2011) found statistically significant effects of speaker dialect and age on vowel duration, suggesting that these indexical features are an integral part of temporal vowel specification. Similarly, statistically significant differences as a function of gender were reported by Hillenbrand et al. (1995), who used citation-form /hVd/-words to obtain normative duration and spectral values of American English vowels. The advantage of using this speech material in the current study is that the intrinsic vowel duration is unaffected by variable consonant environment and prosodic patterns, each of which is difficult to control in spontaneous speech.

Procedure

All recordings were completed in a quiet room, either in a local library or in the speaker’s home, using a high-quality laptop computer set-up designated for phonetic fieldwork. Each participant wore a head-mounted SM10A unidirectional dynamic microphone (Shure, Niles, IL) positioned 1.5 in. from the lips. The experiment was automatically controlled using a custom written program in MATLAB. The words were presented in random order, and only one word at a time was displayed on the screen. The participant read each word aloud, and the experimenter either accepted and saved the word or asked the speaker to repeat it. The speaker was instructed to read the word as he or she thought it should be produced. A short 10-item practice task was presented prior to the experiment to ensure that the participant was comfortable with the task and could read the prompts. All participants were fluent readers. However, on occasion, pronunciation errors occurred, such as saying “hend” instead of “hide.” When this happened, the speaker was asked to repeat the word and was directed to the source of the specific error by stating, for example, “You said heng,” and was then prompted to try again. Although the participant was allowed to attempt the word as many times as needed, repetitions due to an error were rare and occurred primarily in the older speakers’ group. We also note that the recording program allowed the participants to see each word on the computer screen prior to reading and recording it, which permitted additional time for preparation. This procedure was implemented to make participants less anxious during the task and, at the same time, to decrease the potential for error. The speech samples were recorded and digitized at a 44.1-kHz sampling rate directly onto a disk drive.

Acoustic Measurements

Prior to acoustic analyses, all tokens were digitally filtered and down-sampled to 11.025 kHz. Vowel durations were measured using standard criteria (e.g., Hillenbrand et al., 1995; Peterson & Lehiste, 1960). The onset and offset of each vowel were visually located using the waveform display in the TF32 software package (Milenkovic, 2003) as the primary guide. The waveform was checked against a spectrogram to further assist in making segmentation decisions. The vowel onset was identified as the onset of periodicity (i.e., start of voicing) following the production of the voiceless glottal fricative /h/. The vowel offset was identified...
as the beginning of the stop closure for the /d/ (corresponding to the point at which the amplitude of the vowel dropped significantly—either into silence or the low-amplitude sinusoidal periodicity often found during voiced stop closures). These onset and offset locations served as input to a MATLAB program that calculated each vowel duration automatically and provided a graphic display of the onset and offset markings for the experimenter to examine. The first author completed all of the original vowel duration measurements and performed a reliability check on all measurement locations. A second reliability check was performed again on all 2,688 token measurements by the third author (an experienced phonetician) to verify appropriate placement of both onset and offset locations using the same MATLAB program.

Statistical Analysis

Vowel duration differences were analyzed in two ways. First, the data were analyzed using absolute duration in milliseconds. Next, differences between groups were examined in terms of proportional differences (absolute duration ratios). This was done to correct for inherently longer or shorter durations as a function of indexical variables (age, gender, and ethnicity). As is well known, segmental durations vary as a function of paralinguistic factors (e.g., Klatt, 1976), which, in the current study, could confound the phonetic patterns of intrinsic vowel duration or phonological contrast between tense and lax vowels. More details are appropriately provided in the Results section.

A repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess the statistical significance. Although the within-subject factors varied with the variables of interest, there were common between-subjects factors: age group (segregation, integration), ethnicity (AAE, WAE), and gender (male, female). Separate ANOVAs were used for absolute (in milliseconds) and proportional (ratios) duration measures. More details about specific analyses used for specific subsets of data are described in the sections below. The analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics Version 21. In addition to indicating \( p \) values for specific \( F \) tests, partial eta-squared values are provided for all significant main and interaction effects.

Results

Mean durations for each vowel category separated by age group (segregation, integration), ethnicity (AAE, WAE), and gender (male, female) are displayed in Table 1. As can be seen, AAE vowels were longer than WAE vowels, and vowels produced by females were longer than vowels produced by males within each age and ethnicity group. Except for AAE men, the speakers in the integration groups (WAE male speakers, WAE female speakers, and AAE female speakers) produced slightly shorter vowels relative to the speakers in the corresponding separation groups.

A between-subjects ANOVA of overall vowel duration returned a significant main effect of ethnicity, \( F(1, 56) = 69.9, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .555 \), indicating that AAE vowels were significantly longer (\( M = 364.6 \) ms) than WAE vowels (\( M = 283.8 \) ms). The main effect of gender was also significant, \( F(1, 56) = 7.1, p = .010, \eta_p^2 = .112 \), and vowels produced by females were longer (\( M = 337.0 \) ms) than vowels produced by males (\( M = 311.4 \) ms). The main effect of age group was not significant, and there were no significant interactions. These overall results show that absolute vowel duration for the segregation group did not differ significantly from that for the integration group, and the slightly shorter vowels of the latter (the mean duration difference between the age groups was 13.4 ms) could reflect a general tendency of younger speakers to read faster, which was also found elsewhere (Jacewicz, Fox, O’Neill, & Salmons, 2009). Given that AAE speakers in both groups produced longer vowels than WAE speakers, there is no indication in these data that timing patterns among the AAE and WAE speakers in the integration group were converging and those in the segregation group were diverging from one another. Rather, AAE speakers uniformly produced longer vowels than WAE speakers regardless of their biological age or the socio-historical context of their language development.

Although AAE vowels were significantly longer than WAE vowels, it may be the case that the proportional relationships among male and female speakers were similar for each speaker group. To determine this, ratios of male to female durations were calculated for each age group and ethnicity group. In the segregation group, the male–female ratio for AAE was .919 (the male duration was 91.9% of the female duration), and the male–female ratio for WAE was .910 (the male duration was 91.0% of the female duration). A ratio of 1.0 would indicate no differences between male and female speakers. These two ratios show that the proportional relationships among male and female speakers’ durations were indeed similar for AAE and WAE. However, in the integration group, there were greater differences between the WAE and AAE speakers. In particular, the corresponding ratios were .967 (96.7%) for AAE and .890 (89%) for WAE, indicating that the proportional relationships among male and female speakers’ durations were more variable than in the segregation group.

Intrinsic Vowel Duration

The absolute duration difference between the high vowel /i/ and the low vowel /a/ was assessed using a repeated-measures ANOVA with the within-subject factor high–low vowel and the between-subjects factors age group, ethnicity, and gender. The main effect of high–low vowel was significant, \( F(1, 56) = 59.5, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .515 \), showing that /a/ was significantly longer (\( M = 332.3 \) ms) than /i/ (\( M = 309.4 \) ms). The significant main effect of ethnicity, \( F(1, 56) = 71.4, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .560 \), indicated that the difference between the high and the low vowels was greater for AAE speakers than for WAE speakers. The significant main effect of gender, \( F(1, 56) = 10.8, p = .002, \eta_p^2 = .162 \), indicated that the difference between the high and the low vowels was greater for female speakers than for male speakers. The main
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For the /i/–/l/ pair, the first ANOVA for the absolute duration with the within-subject factor tense–lax and the between-subjects factors age group, ethnicity, and gender established that the difference in milliseconds between the two vowels was significant, $F(1, 56) = 85.7, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .605$, and that the tense /i/ was significantly longer ($M = 309.4$ ms) than the lax /l/ ($M = 276.1$ ms). The main effect of ethnicity was also significant, $F(1, 56) = 68.9, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .520$, showing that the tense–lax difference for AAE speakers was significantly smaller ($M = 27.3$ ms) than for the WAE speakers ($M = 39.3$ ms). A significant main effect of gender, $F(1, 56) = 7.8, p = .007, \eta^2_p = .122$, showed that the tense–lax difference for female speakers was signifi-
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Table 1. Means (and standard deviations) for vowel duration in milliseconds by ethnicity, gender, and age group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>WAE male speaker</th>
<th>WAE female speaker</th>
<th>AAE male speaker</th>
<th>AAE female speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>267.2 (37.4)</td>
<td>295.7 (30.7)</td>
<td>327.6 (29.2)</td>
<td>374.2 (63.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>235.1 (31.1)</td>
<td>242.3 (27.7)</td>
<td>310.2 (24.9)</td>
<td>335.7 (53.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>277.1 (41.9)</td>
<td>315.3 (34.5)</td>
<td>361.5 (33.5)</td>
<td>399.3 (69.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>268.6 (42.6)</td>
<td>275.2 (35.1)</td>
<td>337.9 (30.1)</td>
<td>338.2 (78.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>286.4 (39.0)</td>
<td>302.0 (35.8)</td>
<td>366.0 (32.5)</td>
<td>381.8 (74.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>280.5 (35.6)</td>
<td>314.0 (24.5)</td>
<td>363.8 (26.5)</td>
<td>401.6 (50.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>268.6 (60.1)</td>
<td>303.0 (46.9)</td>
<td>346.7 (32.9)</td>
<td>375.1 (45.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>242.1 (36.5)</td>
<td>259.5 (28.4)</td>
<td>315.0 (26.5)</td>
<td>342.8 (51.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>œ</td>
<td>282.7 (41.5)</td>
<td>325.0 (44.2)</td>
<td>338.3 (60.5)</td>
<td>406.2 (67.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ō</td>
<td>298.5 (44.1)</td>
<td>346.9 (34.3)</td>
<td>376.8 (35.9)</td>
<td>417.0 (50.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>300.7 (48.1)</td>
<td>317.7 (44.3)</td>
<td>371.2 (43.8)</td>
<td>403.8 (64.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>308.8 (62.6)</td>
<td>325.2 (36.4)</td>
<td>391.7 (45.2)</td>
<td>428.5 (85.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>282.3 (40.3)</td>
<td>302.6 (30.5)</td>
<td>355.0 (27.1)</td>
<td>366.3 (40.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>œ</td>
<td>300.9 (56.1)</td>
<td>359.7 (38.3)</td>
<td>394.9 (14.8)</td>
<td>420.9 (51.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ō</td>
<td>278.5 (51.6)</td>
<td>306.0 (49.9)</td>
<td>354.0 (50.8)</td>
<td>385.1 (73.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. WAE = White American English; AAE = African American English.
assessed the proportional tense–lax difference. That is, by dividing the duration of the shorter /ɪ/ by the duration of the longer /i/, the obtained ratio denotes durational contrast between the lax and tense vowels. Smaller lax–tense ratios represent greater temporal contrast between the two vowels (no durational difference between the two vowels will yield a ratio of 1.0). In this ANOVA, the main effect of ethnicity remained significant, \( F(1, 56) = 8.3, p = .006, \eta^2_p = .130 \), showing that the temporal difference between the two vowels was smaller for AAE than for WAE speakers. The proportional data are displayed in Figure 1. As can be seen, the lax–tense ratios for the AAE speakers in each age group and gender group were larger than for the corresponding WAE speakers. This indicates that AAE speakers produce relatively longer lax vowels, which reduces the temporal difference between tense and lax vowels. No other main effects or interactions were significant.

Similar analyses were done for the /e/-/ɛ/ pair. The first ANOVA established that the absolute difference (in milliseconds) between the two vowels was significant, \( F(1, 56) = 75.0, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .573 \), and that the tense /e/ was significantly longer (\( M = 330.6 \) ms) than the lax /ɛ/ (\( M = 295.0 \) ms). The main effects of ethnicity and gender were also significant. However, the temporal difference between the two vowels was greater (and not smaller) for AAE speakers (\( M = 40.7 \) ms) than WAE speakers (\( M = 30.6 \) ms). The tense–lax difference for women was again significantly larger (\( M = 47.1 \) ms) than for men (\( M = 24.3 \) ms). The second ANOVA of the lax–tense ratio returned only a significant main effect of gender, \( F(1, 56) = 5.8, p = .019, \eta^2_p = .094 \), indicating that the lax–tense ratio for the female speakers was smaller than for the male speakers and thus produced a greater temporal contrast between tense and lax. As illustrated in Figure 2, the differences between men and women were even greater in the segregation group. No other main effects or interactions were significant.

Following the same analytical approach for the /u/-/ʊ/ pair, the first ANOVA established that the absolute difference (in milliseconds) between the two vowels was significant, \( F(1, 56) = 43.1, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .435 \), and that the tense /u/ was significantly longer (\( M = 315.1 \) ms) than the lax /ʊ/ (\( M = 288.1 \) ms). A significant main effect of ethnicity showed that AAE speakers produced smaller temporal contrast between the two vowels (\( M = 23.8 \) ms) than WAE speakers (\( M = 30.0 \) ms). A significant main effect of gender showed that the tense–lax contrast was again greater for women (\( M = 29.9 \) ms) than for men (\( M = 24.0 \) ms). The second ANOVA of the lax–tense ratios returned no significant main effects or interactions. As shown in Figure 3, the lax–tense proportions did not vary greatly among the groups, although AAE speakers tended to produce a smaller
tense–lax contrast relative to WAE speakers. This tendency was not significant, however.

In summary, the results show that, after normalizing for longer vowels in AAE and female speakers, there was a great deal of variability in the production of the tense–lax distinction in AAE speakers. In general, the temporal contrast between tense and lax vowels tended to be smaller for AAE speakers than for WAE speakers, but the size of the difference varied with vowel category. In particular, AAE and WAE speakers differed statistically for only one tense–lax pair: /ɪ/ and /ɨ/. There was no ethnicity-based difference for either the /æl–æl/ pair or the /ɑːl–ɑːl/ pair. Together, these results indicate that the temporal tense–lax contrast is somewhat minimized for AAE speakers relative to WAE speakers but is not lost.

**Duration Minimum and Maximum**

A summary in Table 1, the great variability in duration of individual vowels within each age group, ethnicity group, and gender group did not yield a comparable ranking of vowels in each group. However, if the minimum and maximum duration values correspond to the common or different vowel categories across the groups, then this finding is useful, as it helps to detect further similarities and differences between AAE and WAE. In the current data set, there is a remarkable consistency across all groups in delineating the shortest and the longest vowel category in the set of 14 vowels examined. Uniformly, /ɪ/ was the shortest vowel for all speaker groups, and the diphthong /ɑːl/ was the longest vowel, except for AAE women and WAE men in the segregation group, in which it was secondary to the diphthong /ɑːl/. These results underscore similarities between AAE and WAE and show that, despite differences in the absolute duration values, all speakers manifested the same phonetic knowledge of temporal minima and maxima in the American English vowel system.

**Summary and Discussion**

The goal of this study was to explore variation in vowel duration in AAE and uncover possible differences in timing patterns between AAE and WAE speakers living in the same regional dialect area in the South. We sought to determine whether there are systematic differences between AAE and WAE and whether the nature of the systematic variation in vowel duration in AAE corresponds to that in WAE. We examined productions of older and younger speakers in the area, which, arguably, situated the study in the sociohistorical context given that the older speakers grew up under conditions of racial separation, and the younger speakers grew up in an integrated speech community, including integrated schools. Consequently, we predicted a smaller difference between the younger AAE and WAE speakers in the integration group with regard to timing patterns and a greater difference between the two older groups of speakers in the segregation group. We examined variation in vowel duration as a function of linguistic (intrinsic duration and the tense–lax distinction) and indexical (speaker’s gender and ethnicity) sources. Although the pattern of intrinsic vowel duration was expected to be generally maintained within each speaker group, the realization of the tense–lax distinction was predicted to be more variable. Also, vowels produced by female speakers were predicted to be longer than those produced by male speakers.

Several important findings emerged. First, AAE vowels were significantly longer than WAE vowels. This finding is in line with previous reports in the literature. However, an intriguing result is that very similar proportional relations between vowel duration of AAE and WAE were also found in Adams’s (2009) study for a different dialect of American English spoken in Detroit. In particular, the shorter WAE vowels and longer AAE vowels yielded a ratio of .778 in our study and a ratio of .738 in Adams’s study. Given that the Southern speakers in our study, both AAE and WAE, produced longer vowels than the Northern speakers in Adams’s study, these two sets of results show that duration of vowels in AAE is affected by regional variation. We conclude that AAE vowels are inherently longer relative to WAE, and their duration is further influenced by timing patterns in a given dialect region.

Second, vowel duration did not differ significantly as a function of speaker age group, which was treated here as a social variable (Eckert, 1997). Contrary to our prediction, the difference between the older AAE and WAE speakers in the segregation group was not greater than that between the younger AAE and WAE speakers in the integration group. Rather, the proportional relations were similar in each group: The shorter WAE vowels relative to AAE vowels yielded a ratio of .790 in the segregation group and .766 in the integration group. This indicates that speech timing patterns—at least as applicable to single words produced in isolation—did not change for younger AAE speakers who attended integrated schools. This result will need to be verified with school-age children who are currently enrolled in classrooms that have a greater and a smaller percentage of AAE classmates. It has been shown that AAE students with more AAE classmates in the same classroom use a comparatively greater number of morphosyntactic AAE forms and phonological AAE features (e.g., Bountress, 1983; Terry, Connor, Thomas-Tate, & Love, 2010). Along with these patterns, these children may also produce significantly longer vowels when compared with AAE students who have fewer AAE classmates.

Third, for both AAE and WAE, there was a systematic variation in vowel duration coming from linguistic sources. The intrinsic vowel duration, assessed here as the durational difference between the high vowel /ɪ/ and the low vowel /ɑː/, was comparable for both AAE and WAE after normalizing for the inherent temporal differences between AAE and WAE. This suggests that, despite having longer vowels, the proportional relations between the high and low vowels in AAE are not different from those in WAE. However, the temporal tense–lax contrast, also examined in this study, was somewhat minimized for AAE speakers relative to WAE speakers, although, clearly, the lax vowels were
shorter than the tense vowels for all AAE speakers. The present data support previous reports in the literature that production of the tense–lax distinction is more variable in AAE (e.g., Adams, 2009) but do not indicate that the tense–lax contrast is neutralized.

Finally, as predicted, vowels produced by women were significantly longer than vowels produced by men for both AAE and WAE speakers. There was one exception to this overall pattern, the duration of the vowel /a/ in the integration group, which was longer for male AAE speakers than for female AAE speakers. As a whole, however, the current results support previous findings that vowels produced by females are longer relative to vowels produced by males (Jacewicz et al., 2007) and underscore the importance of drawing this conclusion on the basis of a larger number of speakers. It could be that the reported longer durations for vowels produced by males in previous studies (Adams, 2009; Deser, 1990) resulted from individual speaker characteristics and that the results could differ if more participants were included.

Overall, the current study of vowel duration on the basis of isolated words yielded several systematic patterns, which suggests that they likely reflect broader temporal patterns in AAE and WAE speech. It is important to note that the study shows that vowel length is affected by regional variation, which is evident in longer durations of Southern vowels produced by both AAE and WAE speakers. Although the present results might be disappointing with regard to the anticipated differences between the age groups, it may also be the case that AAE has its own set of rules governing the temporal relations among speech segments and that these relations are not easily moderated by a mere exposure to WAE speech. For example, it is well known that the word-final voiced consonants tend to be deleted in AAE (Bailey & Thomas, 1998) and that speakers may compensate for this deletion by prolonging the duration of the preceding vowel. We can only speculate that this AAE feature may have played some role in the current study because the length of final consonants in /hVd/-words were voiced, which would certainly provide one explanation for why AAE vowels were longer relative to WAE vowels. This possibility needs to be tested in a more focused study design, however. Also, we wish to point out that the effects of aging on vowel duration still remain unclear and thus not easy to predict. In a larger study that included three different age groups, Jacewicz et al. (2011) found that vowel duration did not differ significantly as a function of age, although significant effects of age on speech tempo of the same participants were found in another study (Jacewicz et al., 2010). More work is clearly needed to understand and model the temporal relationship between speech tempo and vowel duration.

At present, our field is just beginning to understand the complexity of temporal patterns in the speech of diverse populations. Temporal variations come from several sources and, at a minimum, reflect relations among segmental durations that are further regulated by prosody, rhythm, emotions, habitual speech tempo, and social factors. Distortions in temporal patterns are prevalent in speech impairments and are challenging for speech-language pathologists. The findings of the current study inform clinical practice about an expected variation in segmental duration among typical diverse populations. It is important to note that African American speakers should be expected to produce longer vowels relative to White speakers in a common geographic area. These longer durations are not deviant but represent a typical feature of AAE. This information is helpful, for example, for speech-language pathologists working with AAE speakers on final consonant production or developmental errors. A misunderstanding of AAE timing patterns may lead to erroneous assessment and inadequate speech therapy interventions. Moreover, it may lead to erroneous placement in special education. Knowledge gained from this study may also guide educators in teaching minimal pair contrasts to AAE-speaking emerging readers and classroom teachers in introducing new vocabulary to AAE speakers. An increased awareness of typical variation in vowel duration and timing patterns in general may lead to improved interventions in both clinical and educational settings.
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